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CS 1998 Project 5
Due Sunday 11/4, 11:59pm

Intro 
This week, we learned how to use collection views, which are the basis of many popular apps 
today, including our very own Eatery app! If you haven’t already, you can download the app by 
searching for “Eatery – Cornell Dining Made Simple”. When you first open the app, you’ll land on the 
Eateries screen where you’ll see a search bar, filter bar, and a collection of eateries (see Figure 1). 
When you click on the filter options in the filter bar at the top, the eateries will be filtered and sorted 
accordingly. For example, if I select ‘North’ and ‘Swipes’ in the filter bar, the app displays the dining 
halls on North Campus like North Star (aka Appel) at the top (see Figure 2). If I select ‘North’, 
‘Central’, and ‘Swipes’ in the filter bar, the filter treats this selection as ‘(North or Central) and 
Swipes’, so it’ll return all dining halls on North and Central Campus (see Figure 3). For this project, 
you will use collection views to implement a similar app for displaying restaurants with filters.


Eatery Screenshots 
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Figure 1: Eatery Home Screen 
with No Filters Selected 

Figure 2: Eatery Home Screen 
with AND Filters Selected

Figure 3: Eatery Home Screen 
with AND/OR Filters Selected
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Example Project Screenshots 

The Problem 
As mentioned before, you will be implementing a Restaurants app that allows filtering and sorting 
through different restaurants (see Figures 4-5 above). Note that the example screenshots above are 
just one way to implement the app interface; feel free to alter the design as you wish (remember: 
this is your app)! In this project, you should do everything using NSLayoutConstraint (no 
storyboards allowed). You will implement the following features:


Feature #1: You will use a Navigation Controller with a custom title as the navigation bar title (i.e. 
My Restaurants).


Feature #2: You will be using two collection views for this project: one for the filter bar at the top 
and one for displaying the collection of restaurants.


Feature #3: The filter bar should contain at least 10 filter options and should be a scrollable 
collection view, similar to the filter bar in the Eatery app. You should make use of OR filtering 
options based on categories you define. If I select the “Mexican” and “Asian” options, the filter 
should display “Mexican OR Asian” restaurants. If I select the “American” and “Breakfast” options, 
the filter should display “American OR Breakfast” restaurants, etc etc.
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Figure 4: Eatery Home Screen 
with No Filters Selected

Figure 5: Eatery Home Screen 
with One Filter Selected
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Feature #4: When you first open the app, all filter options are initially unselected. Clicking on a filter 
option will apply the filter and reload the collection view displaying the restaurants. Make sure you 
have some way of distinguishing between filter options that are selected and aren’t selected. In the 
example above, I use blue box tags to indicate selected options and white box tags to indicate 
unselected options.


Feature #5: You should have at least 10 restaurants in your app. In this case, you will need to create 
a Restaurant class that contains attributes associated with each restaurant. The attributes are 
completely up to you but a restaurant should have at least 3 attributes. In the example above, the 
attributes are the restaurant image, restaurant name, type of food (i.e. Mexican), meal time (i.e. 
Lunch), and cost (i.e. $).


Feature #6: The collection view displaying your restaurants must be in a grid layout such that there 
are two restaurants in each row (see Figure 4).


Challenge Problems 
Below are a set of extra features you could add to your app. Most of these extensions are rather 
challenging, so no need to attempt them for this project deadline. However, we would suggest 
trying them out when you have free time later on!


Challenge #1: Right now, we’re only dealing with one screen. Make it so that clicking on one of the 
Restaurant cells will push to a new Detail View with more information about the Restaurant. The 
design is up to you!


Challenge #2: Currently, the collection view is displaying restaurants in a grid layout but some 
people prefer a linear layout like a table view (see Eatery screenshots). Create a button at the top 
right corner of the navigation bar that serves as a “layout toggle”. Clicking on the button will toggle 
the collection view between a grid layout (two restaurants per row) and a linear layout (one 
restaurant per row).  


Challenge #3: Add in a search bar to search for restaurants using different attributes. For example, 
you could search for the restaurant’s name.


Challenge #4: Add the use of AND filtering as an addition to Feature #3. For instance, in the 
example above, “Mexican”, “Asian”, and “American” are all in the same category (type of food) and 
“Breakfast” and “Lunch” are in the same category (meal time). If I select the “Mexican” and “Asian” 
options, the filter should display “Mexican OR Asian” restaurants because both options are from the 
same category. Meanwhile if I select the “American” and “Breakfast” options, the filter should 
display “American AND Breakfast” restaurants because both options are from different categories. If 
I select “Mexican”, “Asian”, and “Lunch” options, the filter should display “(Mexican OR Asian) AND 
Lunch” restaurants. 
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Reference 
For this project, you’ll need to figure out a few things on your own. One of the best ways to do this 
is to be able to lookup the class references of any class you need to learn more about. Some that 
may be particularly useful:


• Lecture 5

• UINavigationController Class Reference

• UICollectionView Class Reference

• UISearchBar Class Reference

• The Swift Programming Language
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